Neuroinflammation Signaling Modulated by ASS234, a Multitarget Small Molecule for Alzheimer's Disease Therapy.
There is clear evidence that neuroinflammation plays a crucial role in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease. Consequently, modulating the inflammatory environment in brain has become a powerful and attractive strategy to deal with Alzheimer's disease physiopathology. In spite of the neuroprotective capacity shown by ASS234, a multitarget propargylamine targeted for Alzheimer's disease, its regulation of inflammation in the brain still remains unexplored. Therefore, we aimed to characterize possible anti-inflammatory effects of ASS234, counteracting induced inflammatory effects in RAW 264.7 cells and evaluating seven neuroinflammation related genes expression profiling (IL-6, IL-10, IL1β, NF-κB, TNF-α, TNFR1, and TGF-β), after ASS234 (5 μM) treatment in SH-SY5Y cells. The analysis of the obtained fold changes lead us to conclude that ASS234 may play an important role facing the neuroinflammatory environment in Alzheimer's disease pathology.